Reliable Global Solution for Tax

Around the globe, businesses are expanding and increasing their customer base. How can your business stay current with ongoing tax changes and ensure compliance especially if you do business in multiple locations? Vertex Tax Service for SAP provides a cloud-based global tax solution to ensure tax accuracy while you focus on growing your business.

- 60% of Fortune 500 use Vertex
- 17k+ taxing jurisdictions in North America
- 700k+ taxability rates and rules

Vertex Tax Service Components & Integrations

- S/4HANA Cloud
- S/4HANA
- ECC
- Tax Service
- Content
- Tax Determination
- Tax Calculation
Benefits
Vertex Tax Service provides a simple yet powerful tax calculation solution, delivered in the cloud, that can be used as a platform to drive growth for companies of all sizes.

- Reduced time and effort to perform sales and use tax calculations
- Reduced audit risk with reliable accurate calculations and compliance data
- Fast user adoption with anytime, anywhere accessibility
- Scalability to meet growing business needs
- Business growth supported by tax content for global jurisdictions
- Fast implementation and return on investment
- Low total cost of ownership
- Confidence of working with Vertex, the proven market leader in tax technology with a 20-year SAP partnership that includes 1,500+ mutual customers

Features
Everything your business needs to manage global sales and use tax.

End-to-End Tax Management
Realize the benefits of an end-to-end powerful SaaS solution to meet all your tax calculation needs.

Up-to-Date Tax Rules and Rates
Tax content is automatically updated monthly to ensure the most accurate rules, rates, and exceptions are applied to each transaction.

Global Tax Content
Content for sales tax, consumer use tax, and value-added tax (VAT) for countries around the world.

Exemption Certificate Management
Bulk upload exemption certificates or upload them one at a time, set effective and expiration dates, store the certificates and manage customer exemptions with ease.

Easy Integration to SAP
With integrations to S/4HANA, S/4HANA Cloud, and ECC, Vertex Tax Service ensures reliable tax management across the SAP ecosystem.

To learn more, visit vertexinc.com/partners/technology-partners/sap.